
IXL for Diagnostic Assessment 

IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic quickly assesses students’ grade-level proficiency, and provides you and your 
teachers with insights that help you:

Get data you would normally receive from state assessments
Determine student placement in programs
Meet each student’s needs with personalized learning plans

Steps to successful implementation

At the beginning of the school year, set guidelines for how your teachers should use 
the Real-Time Diagnostic throughout the year, and how the insights will support them:

This will allow teachers to understand students’ grade-level proficiencies in key 
strands as they start the year.

Pinpoint students’ levels in the fall

Teachers will be able to track growth over the year if students answer just a few 
diagnostic questions a week.

Keep student levels up to date
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Set expectations for your teachers1

Set expectations 
for your teachers

Help teachers 
get started with 
the Real-Time 

Diagnostic

Build a routine 
around the 
diagnostic

Hold teachers 
accountable with 

data from IXL 
Analytics 

These offer teachers an easy way to provide targeted support and intervention 
to students.

Use diagnostic insights and action plans



Set a deadline for teachers to have their students’ levels pinpointed in the fall. Let them know it 
takes as little as 45 minutes per subject and that they can spread it out over 2 or more sessions.

 
If students will be working on the Real-Time 
Diagnostic at home, share this guide (also 
available in Spanish) with parents, and 
this video with students, to help families 
understand what to expect.
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This is what teachers will see 
in their Diagnostic Overview 
when their students’ levels are 
pinpointed (the level will appear 
as a single number).

This video demonstrates what students will 
experience when they are in the Diagnostic 
arena.

Help teachers get started2

Share these resources with teachers to help them get started:

https://youtu.be/PYnhHLF3L18
https://www.ixl.com/resources/IXL_Diagnostic_Guide_For_Parents.pdf
https://www.ixl.com/resources/IXL_Diagnostic_Guide_For_Parents_Spanish.pdf
https://youtu.be/mpUFVyiQYII


Encourage teachers to use the Real-Time Diagnostic regularly! To get insights that will support 
their daily instruction and allow them to efficiently target student needs, they should:

Share this 3-step guide with teachers to show them how to work the Real-Time 
Diagnostic into their routines!

It takes just 10-15 diagnostic questions per week for each student to maintain 
their stats. 

Leverage insights for instruction

Build a routine around the diagnostic3

Keep student levels pinpointed
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The 3-step guide for 
teachers will show them 
how to use each student’s 
Diagnostic Action Plan to 
help them close gaps and 
grow from where they are.

https://www.ixl.com/resources/IXL_for_Diagnostic_Assessment_Implementation_Guide.pdf


Visit the Progress & Growth report in Analytics for School Leaders to see insights that will help 
you start meaningful conversations with your teachers about student achievement and growth. 

Identify any grade levels with incomplete diagnostic results, and work with those 
teachers to get their students’ levels pinpointed.

Identify any grade levels with low growth (fewer than 10 points of growth in one 
month) and consider digging a little deeper with those teachers and learn more 
about how they’re implementing IXL.

To dive deeper into your 
school’s diagnostic data, 
you can download a file of 
student-level data from the 
bottom of the Progress & 
Growth report. Or, you can 
drill into Teacher Analytics 
and view each teacher’s 
Progress & Growth report.

Each month:

Tip:

Hold teachers accountable4
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